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A Lindenmayer IL scheme is monotonic if no string in the alphabet of the scheme 
directly derives a strictly shorter string. An IL system is monotonic if no string in the 
language of the system directly derives a strictly shorter string. Monotonic schemes are a 
generalization of propogating schemes and many results and algorithms in the literature 
of Lindenmayer theory that are stated for propogating schemes and systems also hold 
for monotonic schemes and systems. Thus when a scheme or system can be recognized 
to be monotonic, many conclusions and algorithms are available for its study. In this 
article it is shown that monotonicity of IL schemes is decidable and that monotonicity of 
those IL systems that generate regular languages is decidable. These results are obtained 
by converting IL schemes into a-transducers and then deciding monotonicity for the 
resulting a-transducers. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 
We rely on Herman and Rozenberg [3] for background material, motivational discus- 
sions, and basic definitions concerning Lindenmayer schemes and systems. Here we 
merely establish our notation. Let m and n be non-negative integers. An (m, n) scheme 
S = (A, g, P) consists of a finite alphabet A; a special symbol g, not in A, used to 
represent the background of strings; and a finite set of (m, n)-conditioned production 
rules P which are to be applied in parallel. An (m, n) system G = (4, g, P, a) consists of 
the three members of an (m, n) scheme (A, g, P) and a string a in A 7 called the axiom of G. 
For each scheme S = (A, g, P) the production rules define a binary relation, =%s , in ,4*. 
Each system G = (A, g, P, a) determines a language L(G) == {x E .4” ’ a ss x>, where 
* -‘s is the reflexive transitive closure of as . All (m, n) schemes and systems for various 
values of m and n are called IL schemes and systems. The (0, 0) schemes and systems 
are also called OL schemes and systems. An IL scheme or system is propagating, i.e., 
a PIL, if the right-hand side of each production rule is a non-empty string. Our concern 
will be with a concept that is more inclusive than the propagating property. 
DEFINITION. An IL scheme S = (A, g, P) is monotonic if, for each pair of strings 
X, y in A* such that x as y, length x < length y. An IL system G = (A, g, P, a) is 
monotonic if, for each pair of strings X, y inL(G) such that x a5. y, length x .< lengthy. 
A monotonic OL scheme is the same thing as a propogating OL scheme. Non-propo- 
gating monotonic IL schemes abound, as do non-propogating monotonic OL systems. 
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In numerous settings studied in Lindenmayer theory stronger conclusions or simpler 
algorithms are available for propogating systems than for non-propogating systems. 
Close inspection of such settings will often show that the propogating hypothesis may be 
replaced by the weaker hypothesis of monotonicity. As an example consider the short 
demonstration, appearing on p. 70 of [3], that the membership problem for POL systems 
is solvable. On replacing the assumption that the system G in the demonstration is a POL 
by the assumption that it is a monotonic IL system, the demonstration becomes a proof 
that the membership problem for monotonic IL systems is solvable. For IL systems in general 
the membership problem is not solvable [3, p. 1451. For OL systems the membership 
problem is still solvable [3, p. 761, but a more complicated algorithm is required. 
The purpose of the present article is to show that a recently developed method of 
studying IL schemes by converting them into a-transduces [2] can be applied to show that 
monotonicity is decidable for IL schemes (Theorem 2). An IL system G with a monotonic 
scheme is necessarily a monotonic system and stronger conclusions and simpler algorithms 
are then available for the study of G. The transducer method can also be applied to show 
that monotonicity is decidable for those IL systems which generate regular languages 
(Theorem 3). 
For the concept of an a-transducer we use a definition that is different in form but not in 
substance from standard sources [l]. 
DEFINITION. An a-transducer T is a 6-tuple (K, A, B, E, I, F) where: 
(i) K, A, and B are finite sets called the set of states, the input alphabet, and the 
output alphabet, respectively; 
(ii) E is a finite subset of K x A* x B* x K called the set of edges of T; 
(iii) I and F are subsets of K called the set of initial and final states, respectively. 
LetT=(K,A,B,E,I’,F)b e an a-transducer. We say that two not necessarily distinct 
edges given in a specified order (qi , a, b, qj), (q,. , a’, b’, q9) are abutted if qj = qr . A trans- 
duction is a finite sequence of abutted edges (Q,, , a, , b, , qJ,..., (qnU1 , a, , b, , q,J, where 
q,, is in I and qn is in F. Such a transduction is said to be a transduction with input a, ..* a, 
and output b, ... b, . For each a in A* we define Ta = {b E B* / there exists a transduction 
with input a and output b}. The domain of T is {a E A* 1 Ta # +}. 
DEFINITION. An a-transducer T = (K, A, B, E, I, F) is monotonic if, for each pair of 
strings x in A* and y in B* for which y E TX, length x < length y. 
For the conversion of IL schemes into a-transducers we are dependent only on 
Section 3 of [2] which consists of a clarifying example and a formal proof of the following 
result. For each IL scheme S = (A, g, P) there is an a-transducer T(S) = (K, A, A, E, I, F) 
for which, for x and y in A*: x qs y if and only if y E T(S)x. Note that T(S) is monotonic 
precisely if S is monotonic. (Our preference in [2] was to understand *s in such a way 
that the empty string, h, directly derives no string at all. Some authors prefer X as ;\. 
If this is desired then adjoin to the T(S) constructed in [2] an extra state q $ K and an 
extra edge (q, h, h, q).) 
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Our concern over monotonicity is not original. Savitch defined monotonicity of IL 
systems in [6, 4, p. 2871 where he used this notion as an integral part of his concept of a 
weakly growing EIL system. Salomaa raised the question of deciding monotonicity for 
DOL systems in [5,4, pp. 279, 3471. 
2. DECIDABILITY RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let T = (K, A, B, E, I, F) be an a-transducer and let h: A* ---t R, 
k: B” + R be semi’roup homomorphisms into the additive group R of real numbers. Let p 
be any one of the$ve relations <, <, =, 3, > in R. It is decidable whether, for all x in A* 
andy in B*, y E TX implies h(x) pk(y). 
Proof. First we describe the algorithm: 
1. Delete from K all states 4 for which either 9 is not accessible from I or F is not 
accessible from 4. Delete from E all edges that contain states that were deleted from K. 
The a-transducer that results from these deletions allows precisely the same transductions 
as the original u-transducer so we may now assume that M is this deleted (trimmed) 
version. 
2. For each 4 in I and 4’ in F, list all paths of abutted edges (n, a, , b, , ql) ,..., (qnel , urL , 
b, , q’), where no two of the states q, q1 ,..., qnel , q’ are equal except possibly for q r= q’. 
For each of these paths test whether the pair (h(a, ... a,), k(b, ... b,)) is in p. 
3. For each q in K\(Ir\ F), list all loops of abutted edges (q, a,, b,, ql) ,..., (qnel, a,, b,, q), 
where no two of the states q, q1 ,..., qnel are equal. If p is <, =, or 3, for each of these 
loops test whether the pair (h(a, ,..., a,), k(b, ,..., b,)) is in p. If p is <, for each of these 
loops test whether h(a, ,..., a,) < k(b, ,..., b,). If p is >, for each of these loops test 
whether h(a, ... a,) > k(b, ... b,). 
4. If for every path listed under 2 and every loop listed under 3 the relation tested holds 
then, for all x in A* and y in B*, y E TX implies h(x) ph(y). Otherwise the implication 
fails. 
We demonstrate the validity of the algorithm: 
If one of the tests under 2 or 3 fails it follows quickly ( via 1) that the required implica- 
tion fails. Assume that all the conditions tested under 2 and 3 hold. If the required impli- 
cation fails then there must be a transduction (q, a, , b, , ql) . * (qnul , a, , b, , q’), q E I, 
q’ E F, which has minimal length (least number of edges) subject to satifying the condition 
that h(a, ... a,) pk(b, *.. b,) fails. From the minimality of length it follows that none of the 
states q1 ,..., qnel is both initial and final. Then from the minimality of length and the 
conditions tested under 3 it follows that no two of the states q, q1 ,..., qnel , q’ are equal 
except possibly for q = q’. Now from the conditions tested under 2 it follows that no such 
transduction exists. The validity of the algorithm follows. 
COROLLARY. Monotonicity is decidable for a-transducers. 
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Proof. In Theorem 1 let p be < and let h and K be the string length functions. 
Several further forms of information can be derived from Theorem 1. In the following 
examples let T = (K, A, B, E, 1, F) be an a-transducer. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let h: A* -+ R be the double of the length function; K: B* -+ R be the 
triple of the length function; and p be ,<. Theorem 1 allows us to decide whether y E TX 
implies 2 length x < 3 lengthy, i.e., whether shrinkage is bounded by $. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A = B = (a, b, c} and p be >. Define h and k by h(a) = 0, h(b) = 
h(c) = 1, h(u) = 1, K(b) = K(c) = 0. Th eorem 1 allows us to decide whether for y E TX 
the number of a’s in y is always exceeded by the number of b’s and c’s in X. 
Corresponding questions for each IL scheme 5’ can be decided by applying Theorem 1 
to an a-transducer T(S) associated with S as in the following Theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Monotonicity is decidable for IL schemes. 
Proof. Let S = (A,g, P) be an IL scheme. Construct from S the u-transducer T(S) 
as in [2, Sect. 31. As demonstrated in [2], T(S) has the property that, for all x and y in A*, 
x +s y if and only ify E T(S)%. Then S is monotonic precisely if T(S) is monotonic. Now 
apply the Corollary of Theorem 1. 
For IL systems not having monotonic schemes our method of using a-transducer 
procedures appears to yield only the following: 
THEOREM 3. Monotonicity is decidable for IL systems that generate regular languages. 
Proof. Let G = (A, g, P, a) be an IL system that generates a regular language L. 
From the scheme S = (A,g, P) of G construct T = T(S) = (K, A, A, E, I, F) as in 
[2, Sect. 31. Recall that for each edge (qi , a, b, qj) of T, a E A. Let R = (K’, A, E’, I’, F’) 
be a finite automaton that recognizes L, where K’, I‘, F’ are the states, initial states, and 
final states, respectively, of R and E’ is the set of edges of R. Let TR be the a-transducer 
(K x K’, A, A, G, I x I’, F x F’) where the set G of edges of TR consists of those 
quadruples ((a , qJ, a, 6, (pi , qJ) for which (qi , a, 6, qj) is in E and (qu , a, qc) is in E’. 
Observe that the domain of TR is L and that (TR)x = TX for all x in L. 
The equivalence of the following six conditions follows from the definitions of mono- 
tonicity and the two observations immediately above: 
(1) G is monotonic. 
(2) For all X, y in A*: x EL and x +s y implies length x < lengthy. 
(3) For all x, y in A*: x EL and y E TX implies length x < length y. 
(4) For all X, y in A*: x EL and y E TRx implies length x < length y. 
(5) For all X, y in A*: y E TRx implies length x < length y. 
(6) TR is monotonic. 
Thus to decide the monotonicity of G we decide the monotonicity of TR using the 
Corollary of Theorem 1. 
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Note n&d in proof. Thms. 2 and 3 remain valid when ‘IL’ is replaced by ‘TIL’. This follows 
as in the note added in proof to [2]. If in Thm. 3 ‘regular’ is replaced by ‘OF’ the resulting statement 
is derivable from 12, $31 and Prop. II-2 of J. Leguy-Cordellier, Transductions Rationnelles De- 
croissantes et Substitution, These 3eme cycle, Universitt de Lille (1980). which asserts that one can 
decide if :i rational transduction is monotonic on a CF language. 
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